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COYOTES AND UPLAND GAMEBIRDS
FRED S. GUTHERY, Caesar Kleberg Wlldlife Research Institute, Texas A&M University-Kingsville, Kingsville,
TX 78363

Abstrad: That coyotes (Canis latrans) destroy nests and individuals of bobwhites (Colinus virginianus) and wild
turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) is well documented. In many situations, however, the removal of coyotes would
have little observable effect on gamebird recruitment and population dynamics. This counterintuitive result occurs
because (1) renesting reduces the hen failure rate and (2) loss sources other than coyotes become stronger when
coyotes are removed from a predator-prey system.

Coyotes destroy nests of nolthan bobwhites and
wild turkeys Coyotes also depredate adult quail
and tui-keys. One automatically assumes, therefore,
that removal of coyotes would increase production
and survival of these gamebirds. The assumption is
not necessarily coi~ect.

nests hatched successfully and 55% were destroyed
by some agent. Predators caused 84% of the losses,
i.e., about 46% of nests in the sample were depredated. Coyotes were responsible for 36% percent of
nests destroyed by predators, which amounted to
about 17% of all nests.

My purpose is to review selected literature on
the relationship between gamebird populations and
coyotes in Texas and elsewhere. I will focus on the
nesting season and show nest depredation by coyotes
and other predators accounts for a substantial percentage of nest losses. Then I will review field
research that compared quail and turkey abundance
on areas with and without suppression of coyotes
and other predators. These results will show that
intensive predator control may increase standing
populations of wild turkeys, but 'that it has little if
any effect on quail populations. Finally, I will
discuss theoretical circumstances that lead to
counterintiutive outconles when a predator species,
such as the coyote, is removed fsom a predator-prey
system.

Vangilder (1 992) summarized nest success
rates for different races of wild turkeys. Success
rates ranged between 3 1-62%. The bulk of nest
failures were due to predatoss, but in some cases
coyotes were not involved in nest depredations.

Nest loss

Lehrnann (I 984:9 1 -93) dete~minedthe fates of
532 bobwhite nests. He collected data during 19361952 m the Coastal and Rio Grande Plains of Texas.
The first point to make about Lehmann's results is
that they ai-e biased high, because he did not use
applppriate statistical procedures. Nevertheless, his
results provide an overall picture of nest depredation.

On the Welder Wildlife Refuge near Sinton,
Texas, predators destroyed 12 of 3 1 radio-tagged
hens and all of 10 nests initiated by radio-tagged
hens (Ransom et al. 1987). Ransom et al. concluded
predation limited juvenile recruitment and, hence,
predation kept wild turkey populations at low levels
in the study a]-ea

Effects of predator control

Beasom (1 974) analyzed the effects of Intensive
predator contr.01on bobwhite and turkey populations
in the eastern Rio Grande Plains. He removed 188
coyotes, 120 bobcats (Lynx t-ufus), 65 raccoons
(Procyon lotor), 46 striped skunks (Mephitis nrephitis), and 38 other marnmallan predators from a 9squase mile area over 2 years. His results indicated
moderate gains in the abundance of bobwhites and
strong increases in tuskey production as gauged from
poult:hen ratios.
Guthely and Beasom (1977) conducted a

Forty-five percent of Lehn~ann's(I 984) sample

similar study in the western Rio Grande Plains.
They took 132 coyotes, 18 bobcats, 15 raccoons, 22
striped skunks, and 40 other mammalian predators
from a 6-square m ~ l earea This intensive level of
control had no effect on population trends and
abundance of scaled quail (Callrpepla squainafa)
and bobwhites.

Predation and gamebird population dynamics

Results of the studies cited above lead to the
notion that suppression of coyotes and other predators may or may not affect the abundance of gamebirds. The failure of predator suppression to increase gamebird populations is counterintuitive,
because of the documented heavy losses of gamebird
nests and to a lesser extent adult birds. Removal of
a major loss source should reduce losses and thereby
increase abundance. In this section, we explore
reasons for the counterintuitive outcome
Renesfrng. Both turkeys and bobwhites may renest
ifa clutch is destroyed. Turkeys are weak renesters
compared to bobwhites, which may lay 3 to 4 nests
in an attempt to hatch at least 1 nest. Renesting has
the effect of reducing the lien fa~lul-eI-atewhile the
nest fallu-e rate I-emalnsconstant Cons~derf l ~ p p ~ n g
a coin. If you want to get 1 head you have a much
better chance m 3 flips than In 1 il~p.The chance of
a head on 1 f l ~ pis 0.5, but the chance of at least 1
head in 3 B ~ p sis 0 875. From Lehmann's (1984)
data with a nest fa1lui-e rate of 0.55, the hen failure
rate is 0.17 and the hen success rate is 0 83, glven 3
nesting attempts. This means that 83% of hens
would be expected to hatch a brood, even though
more than half of all nests are destroyed.
Turkeys are less likely to renest if a first nest is
destroyed. This means that the nest failure rate is
approximately equal to the hen failure rate. Weak
renesting behavior of turkeys IS I reason why suppresslon of coyotes and other predators may increase
pou1t:hen ratios, as observed by Beasom (1974).
Turkey counteract lower production rates with
higher annual su~vivalrates than bobwhites.
Conrpe~irigt ~ s hSuppose we study a predator-prey
system and measure w~thh~ghaccuracy the loss rates
owing to different predator species; e g., coyotes
destroy 10% of nests, raccoons lo%, skunks 1OOh,
and snakes 10%). Now suppose we remove skunks

from the system We do not save 10% of nests by
taking skunks out of the system. Rather, we save
some smaller fraction of nests (say 2%) because
those nests not destroyed by skunks become available to coyotes, raccoons, and snakes. The percentage of nests taken by coyotes, raccoons, and snakes
would increase with the removal of skunks. These
competing risks prov~dethe general expectation that
a nest saved from 1 predator does not necessarily
mean the nest will be successhl. The general
expectation means there is not a 1 : 1 relation between
predator suppression and nest success We might
expect, for example, that 4 or 5 or 6 of every 10
nests saved from loss to a part~cularagent would
eventually result in chicks or poults
Cotirbined effects of renes~ingand conrpeting rrsks.
Here we set up a predator-gamebird system and
isolate the effects of coyote predation. The background circumstances are as follows~nonpredation
losses account for 15% of nests if no predators are
present; noncoyote predators destroy 50% of nests if
no coyotes are present and no nests are lost to other
causes. We w ~ l lmodel the system with variable
rates of coyote predation where there are no other
predators and no other loss sources The above
circumstances may be combined under the union
rule of probability and we can isolate and estimate
the ell'ects or coyote predat~onon hen failure rate
In the system described above, removal of all
coyotes would yield about a 60% hen failure rate for
turkeys (1 nesting attempt) and a 20% hen failure
rate for bobwhites (Fig. I). Note that as the coyote
predation rate increases, the hen failure rate increases at a lower rate. This occurs because, somewhat ironically, an increasing coyote predation rate
reduces the predat~onrate of other predators.
Figure 1 reveals that In a reasonable range of
expected coyote pl-edat~onrates on nests (0 to 20%),
the effect of coyote predation on the hen fa~lurerate
is low Analysis of fall age ratios and percent summer galn In populations under different rates of
coyote predation suppo~tsthe above assertion. For
quail and turkeys, thel-e is little difference in recruitment whether coyote predation is low (0%) or high
(20%) (Table 1) in the system we have created.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between hen production failure rate and coyote predation rate w ~ t hrenesting efforts and
competing rrsks present. The curve for wild turkeys is approximated under 1 nestlng attempt and the curve
for bob\vhites under 3 nestlng attempts. See test for explanation and definition of competing risks.

Table 1. Modeled responses of bobwh~teand wild turkey population var~ablesto different coyote predation rates.
Numbel- of nestlng attempts is given in parentheses.

Coyote
predation
ratea

Bobwhite (3 attempts)
J/Ab PSCT' Sulvival (%)d

Turkev ( I 5 attempts)
JIA PSG Sulvival (%)

"Rate of irest destr~rictio~i
by coyotes in the abserice of all other. carrses oftiest loss.
bAge r,atro irr jzrverriles/ad~lt 6 rrroriihs after. tkefit.st egg of [he tresfitrgseasorr is laid
'PSG = pcrcerit s~i~irrirer~
gairi rn aburrclatice.
'Anrrrral s~itvivalrate [lint \r~illlead lo poplrlafro~rstabrlity giver~r.ect.ri~/ttret~/.

The general findings on nests would also hold
for coyote predation on adult birds, i.e., the existence
of coyote pl-edation must reduce losses to other
causes and, conversely, the removal of coyote
predatlon would Increase losses to other causes.

Discussion

Natural systems, Including predator-prey systems, are quite complex. This very complexity tends
to stabilize systems by vil-tue of biological checks
and balances such as competing risks. Whereas I
reviewed the effects of renesting and competing
risks, other balances exlst. For example, suppression of coyotes tends to Increase their productivity
(larger litter sizes, better pup survival) Coyote
suppression may also remove competition for noncoyote predators and result 111 increased density for
these species PI-ey species may be resilient to
predation by vll-tue of density-dependent product~on
and survival. This means that as the density of a
prey species declines, its sulvival and product~on
rates increase
Whereas we seek general principles of wildlife
management in general and pi-edator-prey management in particular, we must be aware of specla1
exceptions to general outcomes. Processes In nature
are intrinsically val-lable; this varlabillty insures
different en'ects ofcoyote predatlon on bobwhite and
turkey populations at different tlmes and places.
Places may have specla1 propel-ties that render
general expectations invalid. For example, intensive
agriculture may force predators and prey to use [he
same Isolated tl-acts of pelmanent coves. This may
result in higher than nolmal predation and rates and
may render predator suppression a viable alte~native
for increasing gamehird abundance.

Let me conclude this discussion with an observation on the truth of the following statement.
"Sllppression of coyotes and other predators
increases abunda)~ceof ganrebirds." In a simple
world, we could say the statement 1s true or false,
howeves, the world is not s~rnple.So in any situation
the statement is likely to be true to some extent and
false to some extent. The role of the wildlife manager is to scientifical@determine (no art, please) the
truthfulness and falseness of the statement under a
pruticular set of ciscumstances, and to app!y predator
management according to scientific analysis and
well-defined management goals
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